
Blueprint for Sales Certification 
According to Gartner, buyers now spend only 17% of the buying cycle 
meeting with vendors, so it’s imperative that sales professionals deliver  
a compelling value message in every sales interaction.

Knowing this, many companies establish certification programs to ensure 
that their sales professionals can clearly convey the messaging. Given 
the large investments made in product launch trainings, new messaging 
rollouts, and national sales meetings, you have to assess the impact of 
your efforts continually. 

Unfortunately, these training investments often fall short for several reasons: 

•  Traditional training methods don’t contain mechanisms for  
allowing reps to practice their sales pitches and simulate  
real-world customer conversations. 

•  It’s prohibitively expensive and time-consuming to certify the  
sales force in person. Scheduling one-on-one coaching sessions 
or having individual reps present their pitches to a committee of 
managers is inefficient.

•  Thanks to the forgetting curve--in which at least 80 percent of 
knowledge is lost within a month if it’s not reinforced-- the average 
rep forgets most of what he or she learned during training sessions 
because there’s typically no follow-up program to ensure retention. 

As a result, organizations can’t be sure their reps are field ready, or that  
the companies will earn a return on their training investments. 

We analyzed a wide range of sales certification programs and uncovered  
7 key elements to success. Incorporating each of these into the certification 
process will ensure every rep is ready to go in front of customers and 
capitalize on opportunities to win business.
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1.  Show Reps What ‘Good’ Looks Like
Everyone needs a starting point. Share video examples with your team that demonstrate  
the right way to deliver the message or articulate a relevant customer story.

Imagine a scenario in which a rep is preparing for a sales certification on a newly 
rolled-out product that her company wants to get to market quickly. Traditionally, 
she would review product documents as well as any notes on objection-handling 
she may have jotted down during training. 

The problem with this approach is that aside from being incredibly tedious, it’s ineffective. 
According to Psychology Today, the human brain processes video 60,000 times faster 
than text. If you also factor in body language and other non-verbal communication 
essential to sales presentations, it’s clear our rep isn’t set up for success.

In addition, her manager could ask each team member to record and submit their version 
of how they’d handle a certain selling situation. The manager could quickly search the 
videos for the best submission, and share that video with the team as an example of  
what ‘good’ looks like.

This fast and easy access to company-specific best practices and messaging shortens 
the learning curve for reps. By fostering peer-to-peer learning and best-practice refinement, 
organizations can tap a nearly endless source of collaborative value. Once a manager 
screens, approves, and shares an outstanding example of the sales messaging, every 
member of the team can see what their presentation should look and sound like. 

Salespeople know that watching an outstanding presentation by a colleague is a the most 
powerful learning tool. Companies that can show their team what ‘good’ looks like are 
more likely to achieve a robust ROI from their training and certification programs. 

According to 
Psychology Today, 
the human brain 
processes video 

60,000 times  
faster than text. 

Organizations now integrate mobile 
video technology into their certification 
programs to bolster traditional training. 
Imagine how much better positioned our 
sales rep would be if she could instantly 
access a library of bite-sized videos of 
presentations and commentary by top 
sellers? By doing a quick keyword search 
by regulatory requirement, product 
category, or any other relevant term,  
she could access the videos whenever  
she had time to brush up.



2.  Practice Makes Perfect
As a prelude to certification, spur deliberate sales practice and self-correction  
by tapping reps’ desire to excel in front of the camera.

Video certification spurs reps to practice diligently in private. The prospect of submitting 
a video for evaluation results in extra preparation and typically motivates reps to practice 
the presentation five to six times more than normal. Many people fear public speaking, 
and reps tend to practice more when confronted with the prospect of delivering an 
important sales pitch to be reviewed by their managers and possibly shared company-wide.
 
Practicing in the mirror doesn’t simulate a live presentation experience, though. Reps 
may go through an outline of what they’ll say rather than delivering the exact pitch. 
Recording a video forces them to map out exactly what they’ll say, and think through how 
it’ll be received prior to certification. By mastering the fundamentals of the discussion 
beforehand, they develop the confidence to address concerns or questions they might  
not have planned for. 

Reviewing their own recordings prior to submission also gives reps a chance to self-correct. 
Seeing their performance gives them a better understanding of what needs to be fixed 
than simply being told by their manager—like recording and playing back a person’s golf 
swing rather than trying to explain to them what’s wrong with it. Video practice also 
brings to light subtle idiosyncrasies which often derail an otherwise strong presentation. 
One sales leader relayed a story about a rep who unconsciously rolled his eyes upward 
as he delivered his presentation for a new product. He was unaware he was doing this 
until evaluating certification recordings he’d been asked to submit. He noticed his own 
behavior and corrected it.



3.  Stand, Deliver, and Submit
Give reps a fast, convenient, and cost-effective way to record and submit their delivery  
of the new messaging or approach from any device. 
 
Traditionally, companies deliver training content for reps to study and then fly them to a central  
location for face-to-face certification, an approach that is becoming unsustainably expensive.  
Modern sales certifications empower reps to record submission videos on their own schedule,  
so face-to-face certifications are no longer necessary. Sales organizations save millions in annual 
training cost replacing face-to-face certifications with video. 

Reps receive a video assignment with interactive prompts requiring them to record their submissions.  
At that point, they record several takes until they are satisfied, and then each submits his or her best  
one for review. Submission videos are automatically routed to respective managers and trainers  
for scoring and feedback. Reps who fail to meet expectations go through the process again,  
a vastly easier and less expensive prospect without the travel requirement. 

Using technology to support the certification process in this way brings new agility to organizations 
launching products or building skills. Reps avoid having to exit the field for extended periods of time  
and organizations avoid the associated opportunity cost. Time-to-market for new products is often 
decreased significantly—by half in some cases. Managers also gain deeper insight into what’s really 
going on in the field, since every manager can be involved in the certification process. This creates 
a smoother handoff from training to field application while strengthening communication channels 
between trainers and front-line sales managers.

4.  Certify Anytime, Anywhere
Managers can overcome the time and distance challenges typically associated with geographically 
dispersed or busy sales teams. Using video, reps can be evaluated and certified asynchronously  
and remotely, keeping them in the field and productive. 
 
Modern sales certification processes gives managers new visibility into exactly what reps say when  
they stand and deliver in front of prospects. Instead of relying on a subset of available managers to  
fly in and evaluate reps for a given certification, organizations now empower every manager to 
participate. Each manager assesses their direct reports and gains precious insight into competency  
gaps for ongoing coaching and reinforcement. Managers review certifications on their own time and 
avoid the burnout experienced at live meetings after watching marathon presentation sessions. 
Trainers and managers can score presentations and provide feedback—with or without internet 
access—to evaluate reps only when it’s convenient for them so every presentation gets their full focus.
 
One Allego customer’s experience demonstrates the value of this approach. The company faced the 
challenge of rolling out new product positioning with reps distributed across the globe. Flying each 
manager to headquarters for evaluating their direct reports wasn’t feasible.

Instead, several sales leaders, subject matter experts, and top trainers used Allego’s modern sales 
learning software to create short videos demonstrating the right way to talk about each of the three 
prongs of a new messaging initiative. Managers assigned their direct reports to view the videos and 
record their own presentation. Managers reviewed the submissions and provided inline video feedback  
to grade each rep’s performance along seven criteria, which ranged from command of the material  
to presentation style and alignment with corporate strategy.
 
Each sales rep internalized the feedback, then recorded and submitted an improved performance  
of the pitch. Managers certified reps who mastered the first phase, and the process was repeated 
with each of the remaining two phases. Because each manager was involved in certifying their direct 
reports, they all possessed a better understanding of proficiency across the team when reps went  
back into the field. This knowledge was then used to target ongoing coaching efforts more accurately. 



5.  Share Best Practices and Objection Handling
Select the best certification videos and place them into ‘best practice’ video channels 
for reps to use in the field. Provide ongoing daily knowledge checks and exercises  
to reinforce concepts from certification.
 
Sales organizations use the certification process to capture and disseminate best 
practices. Trainers and managers quickly assemble best practice channels populated 
with videos created by peers, curated by management, and approved by compliance. 
There is a wealth of value for other reps to see how a peer delivers the product messaging 
with exceptional fluency. It’s crucial that sales leaders facilitate collaboration so that 
everyone benefits from the hard-won best practices and learnings of successful reps.
 
In fact, studies show 65% of reps agree that sales pitch advice from peers is more 
effective than formal training. High-performing reps view “in-field observation of others”  
as the most effective source of learning. A rep sitting on the train or in a parking 
lot heading into a sales call can easily view the best examples of whatever product 
presentation, messaging, or regulatory information they’re about to deliver. Trainers 
reinforce concepts and approaches learned in certification by facilitating this kind of  
self-study and improvement.

Finally, organizations can reinforce key certification concepts by sending daily exercises 
to reps after they go back in the field. Reinforcing relevant information about a new 
product in repeated intervals over an extended period–instead of all at once–lets the 
brain know this information is important and must be retained. Modern sales learning 
tools like Allego use a familiar flashcard-style format that accommodates how sales reps 
learn so they are able to retain key knowledge after certification. Trainers can use these 
tools to present questions and video scenarios in short bursts organized in intelligently 
constructed sequences for better long-term knowledge retention. This cements even the 
most complex concepts learned during the certification process to ensure reps perform 
equally well months or even years later.

High-performing reps 
view “in-field observation 
of others” as the most 
effective source of 
learning. 

—   SiriusDecisions  
2018 Sales Talent Survey



6.  Highlight Success Stories 
Solicit customer ‘win stories’ and share them with the team to illustrate successes 
and highlight innovative approaches. Use early field experiences after launch to refine 
messaging and selling approaches. 
 
Sales trainers and enablement professionals continue to bring value to reps long after 
certification by facilitating ongoing collaborative learning. Companies that formally 
collect and curate their “tribal knowledge” to refine their approach see significant gains 
in sales effectiveness. For instance, a manager can create a contest in which each team 
member records a two-minute synopsis when coming out of a successful sales call  
using a new presentation. She picks the winner based on who created the appropriate 
context for the individual needs of the practice most effectively. She can then share  
the video with the whole team for inspiration. 

This creates an organizational process where sales teams continually develop and  
refine their messaging and approach after certification. They use these videos to create 
best-practice libraries containing inspirational ‘win stories’ and presentation deliveries. 
Sales reps, managers, and trainers comment and initiate discussion threads within the 
videos to collaborate on best approaches. This provides a self-updating, YouTube-style 
sales playbook built with content from the field so reps can benefit from each other’s 
hard-won wisdom.
 
Creating a central repository gives reps examples of success stories using new messages. 
This results in increased confidence throughout the team. Hearing from other successful 
reps gives them the tools to walk into unfamiliar territory with confidence, and close 
more business.



7.  Refine the Messaging
Collect stories from your post-sale team highlighting how customers use your solutions  
and realize value. Reps can use these videos to improve their story-telling.

Sales teams are on the front lines with prospects and nobody possesses a better 
understanding of market dynamics than they do. But once the sale is over and the 
prospect becomes a customer, it’s the post-sale teams who make the vision of your 
product a reality. A gold mine of information about your customers and products exists 
among these professionals.

A unique or unexpected use of a solution can make a big difference during subsequent 
sales calls. In the past, organizations relied on relationships between sales teams and 
post-sale teams to transmit this tribal knowledge, and when those relationships didn’t 
exist, they set up a cadence of meetings between the teams. 

But meetings are time-consuming and difficult to coordinate. Moreover, when everyone 
on the post-sale team and sales team has to collect, write down, and store different 
customer stories and anecdotes, the process becomes vulnerable to human error. 

With modern sales learning platforms like Allego, post-sale teams can easily record bite-
sized videos outlining unique customer responses to new messaging or novel uses of  
the product. They can immediately upload the video to a secure, pre-designated customer 
success channel that the sales team can access for inspiration, stories, and anecdotes. 
More meetings are avoided, and both the post-sale and sales teams are spared the  
hassle of using text documents to transmit this key information. 

Conclusion
For any successful sales organization, certification programs are a key part of measuring 
and monitoring performance. Companies incorporating these 7 elements can be certain 
their sales forces are doing exactly what they’re supposed to do. This gives management 
a window into their teams’ performance, the consistency of their messaging, and the 
return on their training investments.

A gold mine of 
information about 
your customers 
and products 
exists among 
post-sale teams.

About Allego
Allego is a modern sales learning platform that combines training, practice, coaching and  
knowledge sharing into one app. It uses mobile, video, and peer collaboration to reinvent learning 
for the dynamic needs of sales teams. Allego’s speed and consumer app design match the pace 
of even the most hard-charging salespeople. If you can use Netflix, you can use Allego. With 
Allego, sales teams onboard faster, confidently deliver the right messaging, rapidly adopt best 
practices, coach and practice more frequently, and collaborate broadly with peers and the home 
office. Over 100,000 sales professionals across financial services, technology, life science and 
other industries use Allego to ensure they bring their A game to every customer conversation.
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